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At the end of his book on the logic of the social sciences Haberm as states that 
in a society characterized by ’dom ination’ and ’repression’, i.e. in society as 
we know it today, critical sociology should be limited to a functionalism in 
which full attention is paid to  the non-normative conditions of social action. 
In this functionalistic fram ework tradition should be understood in its rela
tion to societal labour, and political domination and social action should be 
analysed from  the point of view of both their ’objective’ and ’subjective’ signi
ficance. O ur analytical categories should therefore be related to  the catego
ries in term s of which the acting individuals interprete their own action. This 
kind of functionalism does not aim at general theories like those striven for 
in the em pirical sciences, but a t general interpretations of the kind we en
counter in psycho-analysis (4, p. 193).

Haberm as’ reference to  psycho-analysis here is not merely fortuitous. On the 
contrary. H e regards the clinical procedures of psycho-analysis as clear exam
ples of that ’em ancipatory self-reflection’ and ’explanatory understanding’ he 
considers to  be the m ethods most suitable for a ’critical’ social science. Since 
in psycho-analysis these procedures are applied in a science which, according 
to Haberm as, can boast of valid results, psycho-analysis is the paradigm 
science fo r ’critical’ social science.
It is, however, precisely, this m atter of validity which constitutes the Achilles’ 
heel in H aberm as’ line of reasoning. When he rem arks that in psycho-ana
lysis herm eneutics is related to  achievements the strictly scientific character 
of which seemed thus far to  be the prerogative of the natural sciences, the 
innocent reader may rightly wonder what, exactly, Haberm as is talking about 
(6, p. 262-263). And in that whole erudite, and sometimes subtle, treatise en
titled E rk en n tn is  un d  In teresse  he will not find a satisfactory anwer to this 
question.
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Popper has summarized the case against psycho-analysis in the following 
observation:

’Clinical observations, like all other observations, are interpretations in the light 
of th eo ries . . .  and for this reason alone they are apt to seem to support those theo
ries in the light of which they were interpreted. But real support can be obtained 
only from observations undertaken as tests (by ’attempted refutations’): and for 
this purpose criteria of refutation have to be laid down beforehand: it must be 
agreed which observable situations, if actually observed, mean that the theory is 
refuted. But what kind of responses would refute to the satisfaction of the analyst 
not merely a particular analytic diagnosis but psycho-analysis itself? And have such 
criteria ever been discussed or agreed upon by analysts?’ (13, p. 38 n.3)

T o this kind of objection H aberm as does not possess any convincing rejoin
der. He claims that psycho-analytical interpretations find  their confirm ation 
in an ’act of m em ory’ by the patient. The patient recognizes some suppressed 
memory in the tale of the analyst and is induced to  face this unflinchingly. 
However, when the patient refuses to  recognize him self in an interpretation 
constructed by the analyst, this does not necessarily imply that the in terpre
tation is wrong. It is quite possible that the patient’s resistance is so strong 
that he cannot face this particular tru th  about himself, as Habermas has also 
admitted. On the other hand, the acceptance of an interpretation does no t say 
m uch about its status either. This may be due m ore to  the ’helpful dream s’ of 
the patient (as Freud pointed out) ra ther than its accuracy. As Ernest Nagel 
has remarked: ’There is at any rate  some ground fo r the suspicion tha t the 
interpretations are frequently imposed on data which are themselves m anu
factured by the psycho-analytic m ethod’ (12, p. 52). However, as M unch 
points out, a  theory can  be tested in the procedures of psycho-analysis but, 
unfortunately, it is not a psycho-analytic theory. I t  is a theory which merely 
states that if a patient is offered a certain interpretation in a certain form , he 
will accept it (11, p. 122ff).

II
Taking these objections into account and noting, with astonishment, H aber
m as’ vast confidence in the scientific character o f the psycho-analytical m e
thod, one is inclined to  wonder whether the right criteria are being applied 
here. Is it fair to  apply concepts of ’science’ and of ’tru th ’ which H aberm as 
himself would reject as showing some undue bias towards ’neo-positivistic’ 
philosophies of science? It is considerations such as these which lead one to 
pay m ore attention to  H aberm as’ views on these m atters. W hat theory of 
tru th  does h e  entertain? A nd how is it related to  his convictions about the 
scientific and paradigm atic character of psycho-analysis?
N ot very long ago Haberm as developed a consensus theory of truth in which
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his notion of the ’ideal speech situation’ played a preponderant role. However, 
he has not m ade things altogether easy for himself on this point. In a really 
consistent theory of this kind the criterion fo r tru th  is the last consensus 
achieved. But Haberm as is not satisfied with this. H e wants somehow to dis
tinguish between a ’true’ and a ’false’ consensus, and that is why in H aberm as’ 
theory truth remains dependent on a criterion other than consensus. ’The con
ditions’, he says, ’under which a consensus can pass as real o r reasonable or, 
a t any case, truth-guaranteeing, cannot be m ade dependent again on a con
sensus’. (10, p. 240).
We call a proposition true, says Habermas, when its predicate belongs to  the 
object mentioned. F o r a consensus theory of tru th  this implies that a state
m ent can be called true when anybody who engages in conversation with 
the speaker would attribute the same predicate to  the same object. ’A nybody’ 
means all those people with whom the speaker would strike up a  conversation 
if his life’s history could coincide with the history of hum anity as such. As 
this can clearly not be the case for any speaker at all. Haberm as tries to  deli
m it his definition of tru th  with the help of the concept of ’com petence’. The 
more com petent those few people are who are in consensus with the speaker, 
the less inclined others will be to  withhold their agreement. Hence the ques
tion arises how to distinguish between com petent and incom petent conver
sation partners.
W ho then are com petent? Com petent are those who are ’judicious’ (ver- 
nünftig’). But who are ’judicious’? The answer is: all those who are capable 
of observation and asking questions? T hat is: all those who are not merely 
able to  indicate the m ethods fo r observation etc. but who can really maintain 
these methods, who will really apply them. (9, p. 129-130)
Haberm as now translates ’judiciousness’ into ’veracity’. The ’judiciousness’ 
(’Vemiinftigkeit’) of a speaker can be judged on the basis of the ’veracity’ of 
his statements. W hen is a speaker ’veracious’? W hen he really has the inten
tions which he has m ade known in the perform ance of the ’speech ac t’ . . .  
when he wants, for example, to  stick to  a promise he has made, o r defend a 
statement he has made, o r when he is serious and in good faith  in giving a 
warning. In short, the ’veracious’ speaker is prepared to  take the implications 
of his speech act seriously (9, p. 132). We can form ulate the following propo
sition regarding this kind of speaker: ’S shows his real disposition in the per
form ance of speech act y ’.
Haberm as himself points out, however, that thus far we have been merely 
following a circle: ’W e cannot decide the question concerning the veracity 
of utterances by pointing to  the truth of propositions, if, before that, the 
question concerning the tru th  of propositions m ade us point to  the veracity 
of utterances’ (9, p. 132). We saw above that, for Haberm as, taking the im
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plications of one’s ’speech act’ seriously constituted the criterion for ’veracity’. 
In accordance with this Habermas now translates ’veracity’ into the ’correct
ness’ (’Richtigkeit’) of action. And whether or not action is correct is decided 
by the answer to  the question whether or not the appropriate rules fo r that 
action have been followed. We will leave aside the fallacious line of 
reasoning by which Habermas tries to  establish that we are dealing here with 
a ’practical’ question, hence with the distinction between what is and what 
ought to  be. Beckermann has dealt effectively with this argum ent (cp. 1). 
W hat is im portant here is that, once again, Haberm as is forced to  acknow
ledge that he has still not broken through his circles. The answer to the ques
tion whether somebody is following a rule, and the reciprocal question — 
asked by the subject of investigation — whether the investigator can take over 
the role of this subject, is, according to  Haberm as, in the last analysis depen
dent on the consensus between both these subjects (9, p. 134). I will not com 
m ent on the somewhat idiosyncratic view of sociology (betraying, inter alia, 
the influence of Winch) implied in this statement. I just want to draw attention 
to  the fact that we still have not found here the consensus-independent crite
rion to distinguish between a ’true’ and a ’false’ consensus.

In order to  escape from  these difficulties H aberm as now tries to situate his 
criterion of truth in the structural sphere of an ’ideal speech situation’, rather 
than in a  personal sphere. This ideal speech situation is characterized in term s 
of the possibilities it provides for those engaged in a discourse to perform  cer
tain ’speech acts’. W hat then are speech acts? Haberm as follows Searle on 
this point and though Searle’s definition does not excell in clarity, it is better 
than that of Haberm as:

' . . .  speaking a language in performing speech acts, acts such as making statements, 
giving commands, asking questions, making promises and so on . . .  the unit of 
linguistic communication is not, as has generally been supposed, the symbol, word 
or sentence, but rather the production or issuance of the symbol or word or sen
tence in the performance of the speech act. To take the token as a message is to 
take it as produced or issued token. More precisely, the production or issuance of 
a sentence token under certain conditions is a speech act and speech acts are the 
basic or minimal units of linguistic communication’, (quoted in 9, p. 102 n.3; 
cp.also 12, p.7)

If we keep in m ind that the speech act, for Haberm as, is not only the un it of 
linguistic communication but something very near to the basic unit fo r socio
logical investigation, his opinions on these m atters become somewhat clearer. 
In  perform ing the speech act, says Haberm as, that deed is done which is in
dicated in the ’perform ative’ expression used in the utterance. Following
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Austin Haberm as distinguishes two levels in these utterances: the level of 
’saying something’ versus that of ’doing something’ (’locutionary level’ versus 
’illocutionary level’). H e has also talked of ’linguistic’ versus ’institutional sig
nificance’ (7, p. 367 and 9, p. 103). U tterances have, in addition to  the signifi
cance of their purely propositional part, a significance which is related to  the 
speech situation as such. They have an illocutionary force’. Perform ative 
utterances used in ’speech acts’ constitute the linguistic representation of that 
’illocutionary force’, that is to say, of the ’universal pragmatic force of ’utte
rances” :

’Expressions of this kind retain no given pragmatic feature of contingent speech 
situations; they explain the meaning of certain idealized features of speech situa
tions in general which the speaker must master if his competence is to be ade
quate for participating at all in situations of potential speech. A theory of com
municative competence can thus be developed in terms of universal pragmatics’. 
(7, p. 367)

Habermas believes it is possible to present a pragmatics of this kind, orien
tated to the question how com munication in ordinary language is possible, 
with the help of five classes o f ’dialogue-constitutive universals’, that esta
blish in the first place the form  of intersubjectivity between any com petent 
speakers capable of m utual understanding . . .  (they) generate and describe 
the form  of intersubjectivity which makes mutuality of understanding pos
sible’ (7, p. 369).
Haberm as also thinks that his concept of the ideal speech situation can be 
adequately described in terms of these classes and a further subdivision of 
one of them  (the ’perform atives’). I will indicate these classes below bu t will 
first say here something m ore about H aberm as’ ideal speech situation and his 
closely related concept of ’communicatieve com petence’.

IV
W hat is com municative competence? Haberm as develops his ideas about this 
in a critical com ment on Chom sky’s concept of ’linguistic com petence’. Chom 
sky created this concept to  indicate the rem arkable discrepancy between one’s 
knowledge of a language and his experience in speaking it. A  language con
sists of only a lim ited num ber of elements. Yet, anyone who has a command 
of that language can produce and understand an unlim ited num ber of sen
tences and judge whether a  certain sequence of expressions has been produ
ced in accordance with the rules. Hence the com petent speaker knows more 
than he can have learned via the contact with his linguistic environment. 
This is especially conspicuous in the learning of a language by children. Thus, 
for Chomsky, linguistic competence means the command of an abstract sys
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tem of rules, based on an inborn linguistic apparatus. Haberm as calls Chom
sky’s model ’m onological’ since it ascribes intersubjectivity of meaning to the 
fact that the ’sender’ and ’receiver’ in a com m unication process have both 
been programmed beforehand, as separate entities. Against this Haberm as 
calls his model of ’communicative com petence’ ’dialogical’, the main idea 
being that the application of ’linguistic com petence’ must be based on a 
’structure of intersubjectivity’:

’This structure is generated neither by the monologically mastered system of ling
uistic rules, nor by the extra-linguistic conditions of its performance. On the con
trary, in order to participate in normal discourse the speaker must have at his 
disposal, in addition to his linguistic competence, basic qualifications of speech and 
symbolic interaction (role-behaviour), which we may call com m unicative  compe
tence. Thus communicative competence means the mastery of an ideal speech 
situation’. (7, p. 367)

F or Haberm as ’communicative com petence’ is related in the same way to the 
’ideal speech situation’ as ’linguistic com petence’ is to  the abstract system of 
linguistic rules (7, p. 369). Hence we can conclude here that real communi
cation will not be possible if those engaged in conversation do not have some 
relation to  the ’ideal speech situation’, which is itself unreal. According to 
H aberm as this is indeed the case. H e characterizes this relation to  the ideal 
speech situation by the term ’anticipation’. I will return again to  this below.

V
Haberm as describes the ideal speech situation in terms of the classification 
and sub-classification of the ’dialogue-constitutive’ universals. The ’pragm a
tically’ most im portant part of the speech acts, the ’perform ative sentences’, 
constitute one of the five classes of these universals. Haberm as subdivides 
this class into (a) ’communicatives’ — which express the significance of utte
rances as utterances e.g. to say, to speak, to  ask, to answer, to  contradict etc.;
(b) ’constatives’, which express the significance of the cognitive use of pro
positions, e.g. to  assert, to  describe, to  explain, to  inform , to  tell etc.; (c) ’re
presentatives’ — which indicate the significance of expressing the intentions, 
disposition etc. of the speaker, e.g. to  reveal, to  disclose, to  hide, to  abandon, 
to cover up, etc.; (d) ’regulatives’ which indicate the significance of the rela
tion of the speaker to  rules which can be followed or infringed, e.g. to  order, 
to  dem and, to  forbid, to  promise, to  confirm  etc.
In ordering the speech acts as communicatives, constatives, representatives 
and regulatives, says Haberm as, it appears ’that we have here exactly the right 
means for the construction of the ideal speech situation’ (2, p. 122). Only that 
speech situation is ideal in which com munication is not merely undisturbed
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by influences from  outside, but also free from  compulsion generated by the 
structure of the com munication itself. W hat are then the specific conditions 
for this ideal situation in terms of the subdivision of universals referred to 
above? Firstly, all the participants in a discourse should have an equal chance 
to  use ’com municatives’, ’constatives’ and that part of the ’regulatives’ rele
vant for issuing warnings and m aking recommendations. If  the chances to 
give or m ake interpretations, assertions, explanations and justifications are 
equally distributed then the condition has been created for the submission of 
each ’pre-judice’ to  criticism (9, p. 137 and 10, p. 255 ff.). Secondly, only those 
speakers should be adm itted to  the discourse who have, as actors, equal 
chances to  use ’representatives’, that is to  say to  express intentions, feelings 
and dispositions. Thirdly, the admission to the discourse should be lim ited to  
those who have, as actors equal chances to use ’regulatives’, that is to  say to 
order or to  resist, to  allow or to  forbid, to  promise and be promised and to  
give or ask account of things:

'Then only the full reciprocity of expectations concerning behaviour. . .  guaran
tees that the formally equal distribution of chances to start and continue a speech, 
can be factually used to suspend the compulsion of reality and to enter into an 
area of communication which is divorced and freed from experience and action’. 
(10, p. 256)

VI
The distinction between action and that form of com munication which con
stitutes a  (free) discourse is quite fundam ental to  H aberm as’ theory of truth, 
but has only fairly recently been introduced by him. In  the new epilogue 
(1973) of E rk en n tn is  u n d  ln te re s se  he adm its that, in this book, he has not 
made a sufficient distinction between problems of ’object-form ation’ on the 
one hand and problem s of validity on the other. In order to  be able to  do just 
this he has elaborated (inter alia in his recent treatise ’W ahrheitstheorien’) 
on the distinction between ’action’ and ’discourse’.
To H aberm as ’action’ constitutes an ’area of com m unication’ in which we 
tacitly postulate and accept the claims to  validity implied in assertions in o r
der to  exchange the inform ation relevant to  action. The discourse, however, 
constitutes a fo rm  of com m unication which is characterized by argument, the 
theme of w hich is constituted by claims to validity which have becom e pro
blematical. H ere there is no exchange of inform ation but of arguments.
Now, in the ideal speech situation it should not only be possible to  move 
freely from  ’action’ to ’discourse’, but also between the different levels of 
discourse. W hat does this dem and mean? It should be possible to  pose the 
question whether the language in which a certain argum ent is couched fits
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the ’object area’ on which the argum ent centres. H aberm as is, however, fairly 
vague about the way in which this should be done. A  direct approach is not 
possible. ’This direct approach would only be possible for a metaphysical 
spirit which is not spirit of our spirit’ (10, p. 250). W hat, then, is possible for 
the non-metaphysical spirit? According to  Haberm as the formal properties of 
a discourse should be such that its level can always be changed. It should be 
possible in this way to recognize that the language of argument is inappro
priate and should be revised. ’We are dealing here . .  . with a switching up and 
down between the concept and the thing’ (8, p. 250). Haberm as distinguishes 
four different steps in this whole process of ’revision’ and ’radicalization’ of 
the discourse. As far as the ’theoretical’ discourse is concerned, this process 
results in an answer to the question what knowledge we can and should accept 
as knowledge, hence in a normative concept o f knowledge. As far as the 
’practical’ discourse is concerned, its result consists o f an answer to the ques
tion which knowledge we should want to  have (10, p. 252-255).

It remains incomprehensible how Haberm as can, within the context of his 
other convictions, talk about the ’fitness’ of conceptual systems at all. He 
cannot appeal to  observational and experimental experience in order to  com 
pare conceptual systems with the things for which they stand. In one of his 
earlier essays he already stated explicitly that all reality is in terp re ted  reality 
and denied emphatically the epistemological independence of facts from  
theories (7, p. 241). In his recent essay ’W ahrheitstheorien’ Habermas still 
defends the same point of view. The data which serve to  confirm or to  refute, 
he says there, have been selected to  such an extent by the chosen language 
(of discourse) that ’experience’ cannot constitute an independent ’Instanz der 
Ü berprüfung’ (10, p. 247). But if the data are so totally defined by the chosen 
conceptual system, it remains unclear how one can measure the ’fitness’ of 
this system by com paring it w ith things, how one can appeal to  ’experiences 
with an external, objectivated re a lity . . . ’ (9, p. 250). Furtherm ore, it is not 
easily understood how one can describe the role of ’interests’ in the whole 
process of the acquisition of knowledge the way H aberm as does, and at one 
and the same tim e leave room for the supposition that a chosen language 
system show a lack of ’fitness’. If  it is true that the role interests is so funda
mental that the norms for knowledge issuing from  them  are always acknow
ledged before any discussion is possible, then the conceptual systems based 
on these interests simply cannot show a lack of fit (cp. 3, p. 106 and 2, p. 260- 
262).
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VII
Hence it rem ains unclear what kind of discourse should be conducted in the 
ideal speech situation, at any case as far as this dem and for the possibility of 
’changing the levels’ of discourse is concerned. It is equally unclear how H a
bermas can think that his concept of the ideal speech situation provides an ans
wer to the question which consensus-independent criterion can serve to dis
tinguish between a ’tru e’ and a ’false’ consensus. The true answer to the ques
tion whether o r not the situation in which a discourse is conducted is characte
rized by the properties of the ideal speech situation depends, in a consensus 
theory of truth, on a consensus. This argum ent cannot be dismissed by refer
ring, as Haberm as does, to the ideal speech situation as ’counterfactual’ and 
talking, instead, of an ’anticipation’ of this situation as being a critical norm 
for each achieved consensus (cp. 2, p. 263-264). I will leave aside the question 
whether we really in each discourse, ’anticipate’ the ideal speech situations as 
Haberm as argues. It is merely my concern here to point out that this ’antici
pation’ cannot provide the consensus-independent criterion for which H aber
mas is looking. Somehow he must be convinced of this himself, because he 
recommends a different ’methodological guideline’ to  get out of the difficul
ties we encounter here. This ’guideline’ is provided by psycho-analytical dis
course (10, p. 259).

VIII
So here H aberm as’ argument, concerning the question posed at the beginning 
of this article, has turned full circle. It is not his theory of tru th  which can help 
us out of the difficulties we encounter in his opinions on the scientific cha
racter of therapeutical discourse. N o it is exactly this discourse which provi
des the way out when H aberm as’ theory of tru th  leads us into a blind alley. 
The rem arkable thing is now that both H aberm as’ painstaking elaboration of 
the concept of the ideal speech situation and his distinction between action 
and discourse turn  out to  be largely irrelevant as far as this particular form  
of discourse is concerned. F ar from  acknowledging this as a deficiency in 
terms of his own ’system’ Haberm as blandly turns it into a virtue inherent in 
this rem arkable form  of discourse. In order to  make this clear I should ela
borate on the distinction he makes between different claims to  validity. His 
basic distinction here is between ’discursively redeem able’ and ’discursively 
irredeemable’ claims to  validity, of which he mentions the following: (1) the 
’comprehensibility’ of a statement, (2) the ’tru th ’ of its propositional part 
(3) the ’rightness’ of its perform ative part and (4) the ’veracity’ of the speaking 
subject. According to  Haberm as of these claims only (2) and (3) are ’discur
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sively redeem able’ (10, p. 220ff). However, this does not seem to  be the case 
with the psycho-analytical form  of discourse in which a  claim to truth and a 
claim to veracity can be redeemed simultaneously. Furtherm ore, this kind of 
discourse is not freed from  the compulsion of action and experience as the 
’norm al’ discourse is, but ’entwined’, in a rem arkable way, with the ’action- 
experience system’ (10, p. 260). A true interpretation enables the patient, who 
has thus far deceived himself and others, to  arrive at veracity in his own 
utterances.
The therapeutical discourse has, allegedly, another remarkable property. It 
has em ancipatory power, thought it does not start from  an ideal speech 
situation. ’The effective equality of chances in the fulfillment of dialogue 
roles . . .  has to be constructed between the unequally equiped conversational 
partners’ (10, p. 260). Thus, in the therapeutic discourse a true consensus is 
not achieved because it takes place in an ideal speech situation. Haberm as 
reverses this sequence. The ideal speech situation is achieved because thera
pist and patient reach, somehow, a consensus (10, p. 260). Hence, the results 
o f the therapeutical discourse are not only untestable for others, apparently 
they have to  be taken on faith by the patient as well. His possibilities for criti
cism only arise when the ’ideal speech situation’ (together with his own ’vera
city’) has been brought about after consensus has been reached. In other 
words: when the patient no longer feels the need to  criticize anymore.
In fact Haberm as is still clinging here to  a conviction which he already voiced 
in his inaugural oration and from  which all the hostile and not-so-hostile 
criticism to which his views have since been subjected does not seem to have 
deterred him:

’It is not fortuitous that the critical suspension of judgement appropriate for the 
standards of all other processes of knowledge does not apply in the case of the 
standards of self-reflection. In this case they are certain. The concern with emanci
pation from quasi-natural authority is not just a vague idea that hovers before 
one’s eyes: it can be a priori comprehended. What raises us above nature is indeed 
the only fact of which, due to its very nature, we can have knowledge: namely, 
language. The idea of autonomy (Mündigkeit) is given to us with the structure of 
language. With the very first sentence the intention of a common and uncompelled 
consensus is unequivocally stated’. (8, p. 50)
W e can evaluate this statement only as a ’m anoeuvre’, as one of H aberm as’ 
m ost trenchant critics, Michael Theunissen, once said (15, p. 38). Indeed. 
Perhaps one is not being unduly harsh when one extends the distrust, implicit 
in Theunissen’s words, to  H aberm as’ theory of tru th  as well.
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